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ABSTRACT
With the improvement of medical data capturing, vast amount of
continuous patient monitoring data, e.g., electrocardiogram (ECG),
real-time vital signs and medications, become available for clinical
decision support at intensive care units (ICUs). However, it becomes
increasingly challenging to model such data, due to high density of
the monitoring data, heterogeneous data types and the requirement
for interpretable models.
Integration of these high-density monitoring data with the dis-
crete clinical events (including diagnosis, medications, labs) is chal-
lenging but potentially rewarding since richness and granularity
in such multimodal data increase the possibilities for accurate de-
tection of complex problems and predicting outcomes (e.g., length
of stay and mortality). We propose Recurrent Attentive and Inten-
sive Model (RAIM) for jointly analyzing continuous monitoring data
and discrete clinical events. RAIM introduces an efficient attention
mechanism for continuous monitoring data (e.g., ECG), which is
guided by discrete clinical events (e.g, medication usage). We apply
RAIM in predicting physiological decompensation and length of stay
in those critically ill patients at ICU. With evaluations on MIMIC-
III Waveform Database Matched Subset, we obtain an AUC-ROC
score of 90.18% for predicting decompensation and an accuracy of
86.82% for forecasting length of stay with our final model, which
outperforms our six baseline models.
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• Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Temporal
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1 INTRODUCTION
Electronic health record (EHR) data consist of event sequences
such as diagnosis and medication prescriptions, vital signs and lab
results. There are many recent deep learning successes in modeling
such event datasets.[4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 28]. However, modern healthcare
practice, especially inpatient and intensive care, also generates vast
amount of heterogeneous monitoring data in real-time such as
electrocardiogram (ECG), pulse plethysmograms, and respirations.
The availability of rich and massive amount of patient monitoring
data opens an opportunity for developing accurate models for better
clinical decision support.
In this paper, we are interested in integrating continuous moni-
toring data with discrete clinical event sequences and developing
clinical predictive models in ICUs. The goal is to detect physiologi-
cal deterioration more precisely in these critically ill patients and
also predict their length of stay more accurately. There exist three
main challenges in this work:
• Multi-channel high-density signal processing. Patients
are constantly monitored by multiple special equipments
at the bedside in ICUs. Vast amount of high-dimensional
streaming data are captured in real-time from each patient
and these data become humongous as patients stay at ICUs
from days to weeks. For example, a patient staying at ICU
for one day can generate up to 11M values from a single lead
ECG recording sampled at 125Hz and 86K values per each
vital sign sampled minutely. Thus a computationally efficient
modeling approach is needed to handle these multi-channel
high-density input signals as well as the dynamic temporal
behaviors within the sequences.
• Multiple data modalities. When jointly modeling dense
and sparse data, the dense physiological data can potentially
dominate the learnt representations and mask beneficial
informations from the sparse clinical event data. Special
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Figure 1: An overview of RAIM on multimodal continuous patient monitoring data.
modeling strategy is needed for handling such variability in
data density.
• Interpretability. Many machine learning based methods,
such as deep neural networks (DNN), are treated as a black
box formany application domains. However, an interpretable
model is important for clinical decision support applications
as the predictive results need to be understood by clinicians.
To address the above challenges, we propose RAIM, a Recurrent
Attentive and Intensive Model for analyzing the multimodal EHR
time series collected at ICUs. Compared to the conventional at-
tention mechanism in deep networks for single modalities, RAIM
proposes an efficient multi-channel attention on continuous moni-
tored data, which is guided by discrete clinical data. Figure 1 gives
the overview of RAIM: Multi-channel physiological data, such as
125Hz sampled ECG waveforms and continuously updated (per sec-
ond) vital signs, are integrated with discrete irregular clinical data
including lab measurements, and interventions. RAIM generates a
guidance matrix from lab measurements and interventions, use it
to guide the multi-channel attention mechanism on processed mul-
timodal input streams, and eventually predict the dynamic outputs
such as the time-varying risk scores of decompensation.
RAIM advances state-of-the-art in a number of ways. First, in
contrast with past works that focus only on either clinical EHR
data or continuous monitoring data, RAIM integrates both and study
the multiple data modalities together. Second, compared with the
recent deep learning methods focusing on classifying short-term
waveforms (e.g. ECG), RAIMmodels long sequence of multi-channel
waveforms and predicts the outputs dynamically. Lastly but not
least, unlike most of the existing methods that simply aggregate
clinical data as one feature vector RAIM breaks it down to different
modes and extract different levels of ingredients contained in the
data.
2 RELATEDWORK
Deep Learning on EHR discrete data. As Deep learning tech-
niques are gaining popularity in many domains and the amount
of EHR clinical data is growing explosively in the past few years,
deep learning approaches have been adapted to the data in vari-
ous clinical applications. For example, variations of convolutional
neural network (CNN) and restricted boltzmann machine (RBM)
are applied on structural clinical data (e.g. diagnoses, procedures,
medications) to learn vector representations of patients or medical
concepts [5, 8, 9, 34]; recurrent neural networks (RNNs) like LSTM
and GRU are used to capture the sequential manner of EHR data
and predict future disease diagnosis or intervention codes [28, 39],
onset of heart disease [4] or kidney transplantation related com-
plications [12]; autoencoders (AEs) and RBMs are fitted on raw
discrete codes for discovering phenotypes [26, 35]. A more detailed
survey of recent deep learning approaches for EHR analysis can
be found here [43]. Deep learning methods have been approved in
above works to gain better performance than conventional machine
learning methods. In addition to use discrete structural EHR data,
other works target on unstructured data like clinical notes, the
main purpose of which are to extract structured medical concepts
[13, 19, 20, 29, 31].
Deep learning on patient monitoring data. Traditional sig-
nal processing algorithms were widely used for analyzing patient
monitoring data, such as P-QRS-T detection [44] or RR interval/heart
rate variability (HRV) extraction1 for ECG signal processing. Only
1https://www.physionet.org/tutorials/hrv/
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until recently, sufficiently large amount of continuous monitoring
data are captured for modeling. Since traditional methods have
difficulties in scaling up computationally and extracting features
comprehensively on such vast amount of data, deep learningmodels
start to take over the task. Recent work [40] has successfully used
CNN to classify heart arrhythmia classes based on raw 30-second
single-lead ECG signals. Another work [41] takes time variations
into account and use RNN to detect arrhythmia based on extracted
ECG features (e.g. R amplitudes, QRS durations and etc). Other
works apply LSTM or CNN with temporal convolutions on the raw
vital signs and lab sequences to predict mortality [37] and future
interventions [45]. Nevertheless, applications of DNNs on long-
sequence (e.g. 12 hours in our data) physiological data are still open,
which is one of the problems we aim to tackle in the paper.
To the best of our knowledge, few works have been done on
integrating the streaming and discrete EHR data. Although the
problem of multi-resolution produced in data integrations could be
solved by a combination of refining high-density inputs into low-
density representations [40] and filling sparse inputs with smoothed
missing values [3], advanced methods are still in need for extracting
different levels of information from the integrated multimodel data.
Attention-based Interpretable Deep Models. Deep learning
techniques have often been treated as a black box, but domains like
healthcare need both accurate and interpretable results that can
assist clinicians in decision making. Attention is one of the most
useful mechanisms that launch interoperability into deep neural
networks. Extensive attention-based deep models have been devel-
oped for images [14, 21, 36, 48], audios and videos [23, 49], machine
translations [1, 30, 46]. Attention has also been employed to deep
learning models on EHR data. A reverse time attention mechanism
was proposed for identifying influential patient hospital visits and
medical codes in predictions of heart failure [7]. Later on, graph
based attention [6] and hierarchical attention [42] were adapted for
incorporating external information like medical ontologies into the
deep EHR models; different deep architectures like bidirectional
RNN [32], GRU [24] were also applied for improving predictive
accuracy. The main idea of these work is using RNN to generate at-
tention weights for mimicking the decision processes of physicians;
this is needed because diagnosis in EHR database are not docu-
mented in time but are coded together at the end of each visit. The
attention mechanism in our model, by contrast, is using multilayer
perceptron (MLP) [11, 27] to generate attention weights because
our input data are continuous and recorded sequentially given each
channel. Our proposed method with guided multi-channel attention
is based on prior works [21, 23].
3 METHODS
In this section, we describe the components in RAIM: multimodal
input processing, guided multi-channel attention and predictive
output modeling. Before explaining the details of RAIM, we first
introduce the notations.
Notations.We denote multimodal EHR data set asD = {C,W ,
V}, an integrated set of discrete clinical records C, high-density
waveforms such as ECG asW and numerical vital signs such as
temperatureV . Given an ICU visit indexed by i , a clinical record
Ci = {bi ,Ri ,ei } consist of bi a set of baseline variables such as
Table 1: A list of notations defined in this paper
Notation Description
D Multimodal EHR data
C Clinical discrete data
W Waveform data
V Vital signs
b Time-invariant baseline variables contained in C
R Regularly charted variables contained in C
e Irregularly measured events contained in C
a Embedded representations fromW andV
x Time-varying input features derived from R and e
G Guidance matrix derived from e
demographics; Ri a table of regularly charted variables such as
hourly measured heart rate, mean blood pressure; and ei a list of
irregularly recorded events such as lab measurements, drug intakes.
Aligned with the ith visit, we denote multi-channel waveforms
Wi = { f chni (t ) : 0 ≤ t ≤ Ti , for n = 1, ..., |W|}, where Ti is
the record length for the ith visit and f chni is the continuously
monitored waveform by channel n; an example of multi-channel
waveforms can be multi-lead ECG recordings sampled at 125Hz.
Lastly, we denote multi-channel vital signsVi = {дchmi (t ) : 0 ≤ t ≤
Ti , form = 1, ..., |V |}, where дchm is themth vital sign sampled
minutely or secondly; multi-channel vital signs include but not
limit to blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, SPO2, etc. Table 1
lists all the notations we use in this paper.
3.1 Multimodal Input Processing
For the rest of the paper, we omit subscript i in the above notations
and present our method for a single visit in general. Given an
observation windowW and a time step t , we look back at most
T steps taking the observed multimodal data D(max(t−W ,0),t ] as
input, and predict the output variable yt at the current step t . The
output variable can be real or categorical, depending on the task of
interest. Decisions about how frequently the output is generated,
or equivalently saying how long each time step lasts (i.e., the step
length), and how much of data to look back (i.e. the observation
window size) also vary by tasks.
Given the step length predefined, we can split raw physiological
dataW andV into a sequence of fixed-length segments indexed
by time step t . For example, given a step with length of 10 minutes,
an ECG segmentation sampled at 125Hz contains in total 75, 000
numerical values and a vital sign sampled per second contains
600 values. We posit a CNN on each channel for embedding these
high-density segments into low-dimensional representations. We
denote the embedded physiological representations as achkt for
k = 1, 2, ...,K = |W| + |V |.
For the discrete clinical data C, we leave the baseline variables b
(e.g. age, gender, etc) as it is. We group the chart table R by rows per
time step and calculate the minimum, mean and maximum values
per variable given each column; we fill in a missing value with
the most recently observed value for the variable. We denote the
processed charted variables as an input vector xchartt . We process
the event list e , which includes lab and intervention events, into
two input structures: x labt an input vector of the real-valued lab
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measurements and Gt a guidance matrix derived from the onsets of
the lab tests and interventions. Given step t , x labt contains the most
recently measured value for each lab test and also a binary indicator
telling whether the value was newly measured or duplicated.
Given the observation windowW and current time step t , we
define the guidance matrix Gt as a binary matrix with size of 2 ×
min(t ,W ). We assign Gt [0, j] = 1 if a lab test was newly measured
within step (max(t −W , 0) + j ) and 0 otherwise; Gt [1, j] = 1 if
an intervention was initiated within the step and 0 otherwise. An
intervention initiation can include a newmedication administration,
IV input initiation, ventilator initiation etc. The intuition behind this
matrix construction is to locate potentially important episodes that
could influence the final prediction; so attentions can be efficiently
concentrated on these episodes rather than spread out all over
the observation period. Variations of Gt can be derived based on
different experimental designs or expert knowledge. For example,
Gt [1, j] is assigned as 1 only if a decisive medication was prescribed
or a fluid bolus was given. In this paper, RAIM only takes the above
generic matrix as the attention guidance; we will leave more refined
constructions into future work.
In summary, we have processed the multimodal input data for a
single visit into a sequence of embedded step-wise physiological
representations at = {achkt : k = 1, ...,K } and xt = {xchartt ,x labt },
binary guidance matrices Gt and a time-invariant baseline vector b.
Based on the above inputs, the goal of RAIM is to predict the output
variable yt at time step t .
3.2 Guided Multi-Channel Attention
Given the observation windowW and a sequence of embedded
physiological inputs a(max (t−W ,0),t ] up to (including) time t , we
use RNN to encode the sequential data. More specifically, RNN
generates hidden states hτ based on the history a(max (t−W ,0),τ ]
for any τ ∈ (max (t −W , 0), t]. The final state ht will be used for
predicting the output yt at the end. Below we introduce two atten-
tion mechanisms developed in the model: multi-channel attention
for identifying which input channel influence most on the final
output prediction; guidance-based attention for effectively identi-
fying which episodes (i.e. time steps) influence most on the final
prediction. Without loss of generality, we write the input sequence
as a(t−W ,t ] for notation simplification. This assumes t ≥W and the
sequence length isW ; alternatively if t <W , the notation becomes
a(0,t ] and the length becomes t .
3.2.1 Mutli-channel Attention. We break down the input se-
quence a(t−W ,t ] by time and obtain time-specific input vectors
aτ = a
ch1
τ ⊕ ... ⊕ achKτ for τ ∈ (t − W , t], where ⊕ denotes
the vector operation of concatenation. Similarly, we break down
the inputs by channels and obtain channel-specific input vectors
achk = achkt−W +1 ⊕ ... ⊕ a
chk
t for k ∈ [1,K]. The goal of the multi-
channel attention is to learn two vectors of weights: a 1 ×W time-
specific weight vectorαt and a 1×K channel-specific weight vector
βt . By taking outer product of the two weight vectors, we obtain
a K ×W weight matrix At = β⊺t αt . Figure 2 describes the idea,
where ht−1 is the encoded history state prior to time t and Zt is a
convex combination of the re-weighted multi-channel inputs. More
ht-1 ht𝒛t
For predicting output yt
Multi-channel
Attention
…
at-W+1 at-1 at
𝛃T$
𝛂$
At = 𝛃T$𝛂$T K
Ch1
… Ch2
ChK
… …
Figure 2: Multi-channel attention in RAIM
specifically, Zt is computed as follows
Zt =
W∑
j=1
αt j (βt ∗ at−W +j ), (1)
where βt ∗ aτ = βt1ach1τ ⊕ ... ⊕ βtKachKτ for τ ∈ (t −W , t].
To obtain vector αt , we train a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
on hidden state ht−1 and time-specific input vectors aτ for τ ∈
(t −W , t], to generate a 1 ×T energy vector stimet :
stimet = tanh(W αh · ht−1 + a⊺(t−W ,t ]wαa + bα ), (2)
whereW αh ∈ RW ×|h | and wαa ∈ R |a |×1 are weighted matrix and
vector, bα ∈ RW ×1 is the bias vector; |h | and |a | are the dimensions
of ht−1 and at respectively. We obtain the final attention weights
using a Softmax function:
αt j =
exp(stimet j )∑W
j′=1 exp(s
time
t j′ )
, for j = 1, ...,W . (3)
Similarly, we get vector βt by training another MLP on ht−1 and
channel-specific input vectors achk for k ∈ [1,K]:
scht = tanh(W
β
h · ht−1 + ach1:chKw
β
a + b
β ), (4)
βtk =
exp(schtk )∑K
k ′=1 exp(s
ch
tk ′ )
, for k = 1, ...,K ,
whereW βh ,w
β
a , and bβ are the parameters learnt in MLP.
3.2.2 Guidance-based Attention. Guidance from external knowl-
edge can be useful for effectively generating attention weights; only
a subset of theW episodes need to be attended so the latent unit
Zt can also be computed efficiently. Given the guidance matrix
G we derived in Section 3.1, we locate two types of episodes that
can potentially change the final output: the episodes when one or
more lab tests were conducted and the episodes when an interven-
tion was initiated. Below we describe these two guided attention
mechanisms in details.
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Figure 3: An example of guided attention derived from in-
tervention events in RAIM
Lab-measurement guided attention. Given the guidance row
vector Gt [0] derived from lab events, we assume that the N1-
neighbors around step t −W + j will be attended if and only if
Gt [0, j] = 1; we call these steps as ‘active’ steps. Thus we only
collect the input vectors at active steps, fit them with the encoded
state ht−1 into MLP, and obtain a smaller set of active attention
weights. The hidden unit Z Gt is computed as
Z Gt =
∑
j ∈Φ0
γt jat−W +j , (5)
where Φ0 = {j : ∃j ′ s.t. Gt [0, j ′] = 1 and |j − j ′ | ≤ N1/2} denotes
the set of active time steps and γt is the shortened weight vector.
The generation ofγt follows equations (2) and (3), whereasa(t−W ,t ]
the entire input sequence is substituted bya[j :j ∈Φ0] the active inputs
derived by guidance G[0].
Intervention guided attention. Given the row vector Gt [1] de-
rived from intervention events, we similarly assume that the N2-
neighbors around step t −W + j will be attended if and only if
Gt [1, j] = 1. Besides, we extract the encoded state ht−W +m at
the most recently intervened step t −W +m, i.e., m = max{j :
Gt [1, j] = 1}. Different from the previous formulation, we send
two encoded states ht−T+m and ht−1 together with the active in-
put vectors into MLP; the motivation is to cast the relationship
between the two states into weight generations, rather than using
a single state ht−1. The relationship can be interpreted as whether
the interventions have effects on changing the hidden state of the
patient. Figure 3 illustrates the idea. The hidden unit Z Gt is com-
puted the same as in Eq. (5) by substituting Φ0 with Φ1, where
Φ1 = {j : ∃j ′ s.t. Gt [1, j ′] = 1 and |j − j ′ | ≤ N2/2}. The weight
vector γt is generated by MLP similarly as before with additional
parameter corresponding to ht−W +m .
3.3 Predictive Output Modeling
For sequentially encoding the physiological history ht ’s, we use
a standard configuration of LSTM [17]. Given the encoded state
ht , the time-varying variable xt and the time-invariant baseline
variable b, we can predict a categorical output variable yt using
multivariate regression
yˆt = Softmax(W
y
h ht +W
y
x xt + b
⊤wy + by ), (6)
whereW yh ,W
y
x ,wy and by are the parameters to be learned. Given
I independent visits observed in the data, we use cross-entropy to
calculate the final loss:
L = −
I∑
i=1
Ti∑
t=1
(
yit log(yˆit ) + (1 − yit ) log(1 − yˆit )
)
. (7)
Here we get back the subscript i and let yˆit denote the predicted
risk score for the ith visit at step t . Our model is trained end-to-end
using backpropagation. Alternatively for predicting a real-valued
output variable yt , Eq. (6) can be simplified as a linear regression
and mean squared error will be used for computing the final loss.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our model RAIM in two prediction tasks based on a
publicly available real data set. We show that RAIM outperforms
our baselines in both quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis.
4.1 Data
Data set. We demonstrate our model on the MIMIC-III Waveform
Database Matched Subset 2 [22], a publicly available multimodal
EHR data released last year on PhysioNet [15]. The data integrates
deidentified and comprehensive clinical data with the continuously
monitored physiological data from bedside monitors in adult and
neonatal intensive care units (ICU) at the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center in Boston. This matched subset contains 22, 317
waveform records (including multi-leads ECG signals, fingertip
photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals, and up to 8 waveforms simul-
taneously), 22, 247 numerics records (time series of vital signs sam-
pled per minute) and 10, 282 clinical discrete records. We evaluate
RAIM in two prediction tasks3 based on the data.
Prediction task 1. The first task is to detect physiologic decom-
pensation in an ICU visit. Monitoring in ICUs are often equipped
with early warning scores or alarm generations; a useful way of
evaluating such scores is to accurately predict mortality within a
fixed time window [47]. In this experiment, we formulate the detec-
tion problem as a binary classification problem, that is to predict
whether a patient will die within the next 24 hours.
Prediction task 2. The second task is to forecast the length of stay
(LOS) at ICU. Patients with longer LOS often indicate they have
more severe and complex conditions, and require more hospital
resources and costs. In this experiment, we divide LOS into 9 buckets
and focus on a multiclass classification problem. For example, class
1−7 correspond to 1−7 days of stay respectively, class 8 corresponds
to more than 8 days and up to two weeks of stay, and the final class
9 corresponds to over two weeks of stay.
Data processing. We define the observation window W = 12
hours in our experiments, and process the same input data for the
two prediction tasks. We first use a toolkit 4 to generate the two
2https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/mimic3wdb/matched/
3The two prediction tasks were originally defined in [16], a recently public multitask
benchmark on MIMIC-III Clinical Database; but the data were not matched with the
MIMIC-III Waveform Database.
4https://github.com/YerevaNN/mimic3-benchmarks
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Figure 4: Statistics of our cohort for predicting length-of-
stay and decompensation of patients in ICU
labels at the end of the observation window and extract the clini-
cal features: baseline variables b include age, gender, and ethnicity,
hourly charted variables xchartt ’s include oxygen saturation, dias-
tolic/systolic/mean BP, heart rate and respiratory rate, and irregular
lab measurements x labt ’s include glucose, PH, and temperature. To
generate the guidance matrix G, we consider the above three lab
events and intervention events including procedures and IV inputs.
Lastly, we extract the waveformW as the 125Hz lead-II ECG wave-
form, and the vital signs V including minutely sampled systolic
ABP, diastolic ABP, systolic NBP, diastolic NBP, Pulse, Respiration rate
and SpO2. Our cohort include only adult patients (age older than 18
at the time of ICU admission) whose ICU stays are beyond 13 hours
since their first ECG recordings are available in the database. This
results at a cohort including 10, 988 ICU visits from 6, 670 unique
patients with 11.4% mortality. Figure 4 shows the detailed statistics
of the demographics and LOS in this cohort. For the sake of data
quality, we discard the first 1 hour of the data since equipments
were still possibly set up. GivenW = 12 hours, we segment the
sequences into 12-hour long time series. As a result, we obtain in
total 32, 868 time series, 27, 762 (from 85% of the total patients) out
of which are put to the training set and the rest to the test set.
4.2 Experimental setup
Model configurations and Training details. We define the step
size in RNN to be 1 hour, and train a RNN of length 12 given the
observation windowW = 12 hours. As a result, the ECG signal
within a time step contains up to 450, 000 numerical values, and the
minutely sampled vital signs in each channel contains 60 values. In
this experiment, we only posit CNN on the ECG signals to obtain
128-dimensional embedded representations; we use the raw 60
values for each of the 7 vital signs but would recommend to posit
CNN again on each signal if they were sampled more densely like
secondly. Prior work [40] has shown CNN can perform well in
classifying 30-second ECG signals; for embedding the 1-hour ECG
signals in our experiment, we initially trained CNN on 30-second
segmentations and train another CNN or RNN on top of the 1-hour
concatenated outputs, but these didn’t outperform a single CNN
as we report here in this paper. For training the CNN, we explore
different number of layers that gradually increases from 3, 5, 11 to
34. We use batch normalization, ReLU activation and max pooling
in between convolutional layers [18], and use SAME padding in the
model. For the final model, we reach at 5-layer CNN with kernel
size varying from 10 to 3 as it goes deeper.
For the RNN predictive model, we use 3-layer bi-directional
LSTM and explore different configurations in the model: activa-
tion functions include tanh, ReLU, and PReLU ; optimizers include
ADAM, ADAGRAD, Stochastic Gradient Descent and RMSProp;
batch size varies between 32, 64, and 128. We use random search [2]
to find the optimal model at the end, which uses ADAM optimizer,
ReLU activation and batch size of 32.
Implementation details.We implement all the models with Py-
Torch 0.3.0 [38]. For training models, We use Adam [25] with a
batch size of 32 samples on a machine equipped with Intel Xeon
E5-2640, 256GB RAM, eight Nvidia Titan-X GPU and CUDA 8.0.
Baselines. Here we list the models we compare in our experiments.
• CNN (ECG): The CNNmodel trained on 1-hour ECG signals.
• CNN-RNN: The vanilla CNN-RNNmodel trained on the full
12-hour time series. Rest models will be trained on sequential
data too.
• CNN-AttRNN: The conventional attention model on RNN
(i.e., no channel-specific attentions).
• CNN-MultiChAttRNN (RAIM-0): Initial version of RAIM
with only multi-channel attention.
• CNN-LabMultiChAttRNN (RAIM-1): Next version of RAIM
with multi-channel attention guided by lab measurements.
• CNN-IntMultiChAttRNN (RAIM-2): Alternative version of
RAIM with multi-channel attention guided by interventions.
• CNN-IntLabMultiChAttRNN (RAIM-3): Final version of
RAIM with multi-channel attention guided by both lab and
interventions (The two learned Z Gt vectors are concatenated
as one input vector for generating ht ).
4.3 Results
We report both quantitative and qualitative results from our experi-
ments. In quantitative results, we compare prediction performance
of the 7 models on the two tasks. In qualitative results, we illus-
trate the effectiveness of RAIM’s attention mechanism by showing
the meaningful active time steps influencing the risk prediction of
decompensation in a new test patient. We also present tSNE [33]
plots generated from the encoded states learnt by LSTM and show
the final RAIM model obtain better representations w.r.t. predicting
length of stay.
4.3.1 Quantitative results. For the binary classification task of
predicting decompensation, we evaluate our models in terms of
AUC-ROC, AUC-PR and Accuracy (cutoff of 0.5). For the multiclass
prediction task of forecasting length of stay, we evaluate the models
in terms of Cohen’s Kappa [10] and Accuracy. The kappa score
ranges between−1 and 1, and scores above .8 are usually considered
as good agreement.
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Table 2: Performance comparison of the 7 models on predicting decompensation and length of stay
Decompensation Length of Stay
AUC-ROC AUC-PR Accuracy Kappa Accuracy
CNN (ECG) 87.84% 21.56% 88.38% 0.7681 82.16%
CNN-RNN 87.45% 23.19% 88.25% 0.8027 85.34%
CNN-AttRNN 88.19% 25.81% 89.28% 0.8186 84.89%
RAIM-0 87.81% 25.56% 88.96% 0.8125 85.84%
RAIM-1 88.25% 25.61% 88.91% 0.8215 86.74%
RAIM-2 88.77% 26.85% 90.27% 0.8217 85.21%
RAIM-3 90.18% 27.93% 90.89% 0.8291 86.82%
Table 2 reports the prediction scores on the two prediction tasks.
We see that RAIM-3 outperforms all other models in both tasks,
obtaining an AUC-ROC score of 90.18%, AUC-PR of 27.93%, Ac-
curacy of 90.89% for predicting decompensation and a Kappa of
0.8291 and Accuracy of 86.82% for predicting length of stay. CNN
(ECG) has a good performance in predicting physiological decom-
pensation but low performance in predicting LOS; it indicates these
high-dense signals are rich enough for some of the prediction tasks
but also need integrated with other data modalities for complex
tasks like prediting LOS. CNN-AttRNN has higher scores com-
pared to CNN-RNN model indicating that the attention mechanism
helps in performance improvement. Adding muti-channel attention
(RAIM-0) also improves CNN-RNN, but didn’t beat CNN-AttRNN;
however it provides additional interpretability into themodel. Multi-
channel attention guided by lab or intervention events (RAIM-1 and
RAIM-2) starts to outperform the previous models. Lastly, the final
model RAIM-3 incorporating guidance from both lab and interven-
tion events reaches the best performance on both tasks.
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix for predicting the 9 classes of
length-of-stay by RAIM-3: class 1-7 corresponds to 1-7 days,
class 8 corresponds to 7-14 days, and class 9 corresponds to
over 14 days
In addition, we plot the confusion matrix for RAIM-3 predicting
the 9 classes of LOS in Figure 5. It is shown that predicting patients’
stays to be more than 1 week but less than 2 weeks (class 8) is the
hardest task; it is confused with the lower class and more confused
with the extreme class that patients may stay over two weeks.
4.3.2 Qualitative results. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed attention mechanism in RAIM, we plot the real-time risk
prediction for detecting physiological deterioration on an unseen
test patient in Figure 6. The patient deceased in 13 hours after the
admission to ICU. The predicted risk score increases from 0.49 to
0.72 in the 12-hour observation window. The patient is predicted
having higher risk of decompensation than average at the 4th hour
when high attentions (highlighted as orange) are generated on
multiple channels from RAIM; this matches the observation that
clinicians decided to initiate the first intervention at the same time.
Another high attentions across multiple channels are produced 2
hours prior to the patient’s death.
In Figure 7, we randomly select 3, 000 time series from the test set
and plot their encoded representations ht ’s at the final step in the
prediction task of LOS. Each colored dot in the tSNE plot represents
a test case; the 9 colors correspond to the 9 classes of LOS. We
show three tSNE plots generated from three different models: CNN-
RNN, RAIM-1, RAIM-3. We observe that the tSNE embeddings of
the final representation learnt by LSTM are better distinguishable
in RAIM-0 and RAIM-3, where RAIM-3 shows the best. This leads
to the conclusion that efficiently guided attention model helps in
obtaining better representations.
5 CONCLUSIONS
High-density multi-channel signals such as ECG signals integrated
with discrete clinical records can be very useful in risk model-
ing in ICU patients. we propose RAIM to overcome the challenges
associated with modeling high-density multimodal data and incor-
porating interpretability and efficiency into the modeling.
We conduct a thorough evaluation of RAIM using two important
clinical prediction tasks: predicting length of stay and physiological
decompensation. We assess different variations of RAIM model and
show the prediction performance is improved as we develop more
comprehensive attention mechanisms in the model. Qualitative
analysis of showing the meaningful attended channels and episodes
in risk score prediction provide evidence of interpretablitly in RAIM.
Future work includes extracting more refined or task-specific
guidance matrix based on domain knowledge, predicting other
crucial outcomes in critically ill patients such as cardiac arrest, and
testing on other data modalities.
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Time-varying Risk Prediction of Decompensation
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Figure 6: Time-varying risk prediction of decompensation by RAIM-3 on an unseen test patient who deceased at the 13rd hour.
The learnt attention regions are highlighted in yellow (low element-wise weights between 0.01 to 0.02) and orange (high
element-wise weights between 0.02 to 0.07).
(b) CNN-RNN (c) RAIM-3(c) RAIM-0
Figure 7: The tSNE plots of the final representations learnt from LSTM in CNN-RNN, RAIM-0, and RAIM-3 for the multiclass
prediction task of forecasting length of stay. Representations becomemore distinguishable as we improve the baseline model.
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